CARE TEAM 2018-19 ACADEMIC YEAR

AT a GLANCE

CARE stands for Campus Assessment Resource and Education. The CARE Team provides assistance to the university community to help assess and find solutions for managing distressing, disturbing, disruptive, and dangerous behaviors.

WHO WE ARE
- Dean of Students (chair)
- Housing and Residence Life
- Human Resources
- Health Services
- Academic Affairs
- Public Safety
- Boise Police Department
- Institutional Compliance
- General Counsel (advisor)

WHAT WE SEE
- TOP 5 CONCERNS
  - 47% Mental/Behavioral Health
  - 12% Suicidal Behavior
  - 9% Academic Issues
  - 5% Aggression/Hostility
  - 5% Violence Toward Others

WHAT WE DO
- 38% CONNECT with reporting party
- 32% UTILIZE existing support networks
- 16% PROVIDE direct outreach to individual of concern
- 14% MONITOR for ongoing behavioral concerns

515 CARE alerts submitted
- Increase in alerts from previous year
- Average number of days a CARE alert is open
- CARE alerts concerning Students

15% 22 95%

REPORTERS:
- 38% STAFF
- 32% FACULTY
- 16% STUDENTS
- 14% OTHER

boisestate.edu/care  |  (208) 426-1527